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Adaptive Anisotropic Total Variation - A Nonlinear Spectral Analysis
Shai Biton andGuy Gilboa
Abstract. A fundamental concept in solving inverse problems is the use of regularizers, which yieldmore physical and less-oscillatory solutions. Total variation (TV) has been widely used as an edge-preserving regularizer. However, ob-jects are often over-regularized by TV, becoming blob-like convex structures of low curvature. This phenomenonwas explained mathematically in the analysis of Andreau et al. They have shown that a TV regularizer can spa-tially preserve perfectly sets which are nonlinear eigenfunctions of the form λu ∈ ∂JTV (u), where ∂JTV (u)is the TV subdifferential. For TV, these shapes are convex sets of low-curvature. A compelling approach tobetter preserve structures is to use anisotropic functionals, which adapt the regularization in an image-drivenmanner, with strong regularization along edges and low across them. This follows earlier ideas of Weickert onanisotropic diffusion, which do not stem directly from functional minimization. Adaptive anisotropic TV (A2TV)was successfully used in several studies in the past decade. However, until now there is no theory formulatingthe type of structures which can be perfectly preserved. In this study we address this question.We rely on a recently developed theory of Burger et al on nonlinear spectral analysis of one-homogeneousfunctionals. We have that eigenfunction sets, admitting λu ∈ ∂JA2TV (u), are perfectly preserved underA2TV-flow or minimization with L2 square fidelity. We thus investigate these eigenfunctions theoretically andnumerically. We prove non-convex sets can be eigenfunctions in certain conditions and provide numerical re-sults which characterize well the relations between the degree of local anisotropy of the functional and the ad-mitted maximal curvature. A nonlinear spectral representation is formulated, where shapes are well preservedand can be manipulated effectively. Finally, examples of possible applications related to shape manipulationand guided regularization of medical and depth data are shown.
1. Introduction. Regularization is a fundamental tool in solving ill-posed inverse problems. A clas-sical edge-preserving regularizer is the total-variation functional. It has been used for solving variousimage processing and computer vision problems, such as denoising [31], segmentation [38], opticalflow [37], depth processing [35] and more. See [11, 13] for detailed overviews addressing the proper-ties of total variation and related applications.
A significant property of regularizers is the type of spatial shapes they can regularize well, withminimal distortions caused by the regularization process. One such distortion is contrast change. Itcan be shown that any minimization of one-homogeneous functional, such as TV, with an L2 squarefidelity term (e.g. the ROF model [31]) - reduces contrast for any calibrable set (or eigenfunction ofthe associated subdifferntial) [9]. Similarly this is true for gradient descent with respect to the regu-larizer, such as TV flow. Contrast reduction, however, can be avoided by using various methods suchas inverse-scale-space [10], nonlinear spectral filtering [18], employing other norms as fidelity terms[3], covariant least-squares [15] or adding a Bregman distance debiasing term [8]. A more significantbyproduct of regularization is spatial smoothing and distortions of significant features of the signal. Innon-linear processing, these distortion effects are not simple to quantify and analyze. However, it ispossible to characterize precisely which shapes maintain their geometrical structure, up to a contrastchange, in regularization with L2 fidelity or when gradient descent is applied.
For the TV functional, this topic has been thoroughly investigated byAndreau and colleagues [2]. Itwas shown that convex sets, which are smooth enough, termed calibrable sets, preserve their shapesthroughout gradient descent with respect to the TV functional (TV flow). A detailed presentation ofthese concepts and an outline of the main proofs are given below. Our work aims at extending thegeometrical understanding to adaptive anisotropic TV. In [9] the issue of shape-preservation was gen-
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eralized to any absolutely one-homogeneous functional, where J(αu) = |α|J(u), α ∈ R. Denotingthe subdifferential of J at u by ∂J(u), it has been shown that nonlinear eigenfunctions, admitting
λu ∈ ∂J(u), λ ∈ R,
preserve their structure through a gradient flowwith respect to J or in aminimization withL2 squarefidelity. Conditions for shape preservation of two structures, based on generalized inner-productswere stated in [19] and [33]. In [28] it was shown numerically that such eigenfunctions are very stableunder noise and that one achieves state-of-the-art denoising performance in these cases.For the TV case, the class of preserved shapes is quite restricted, including only convex roundeddisk-like shapes, with low curvature. This implies that almost all geometrical shapes will be distortedduring regularization. To allowbetter adaptivity of the regularizer to the signal at hand, severalmodelswere proposed to spatially change the degree and direction of the regularization at each point (forapplications such as inpainting [16], segmentation [23], filtering [25] and restoration [27]). A canonicalway to formalize this is by the following functional
(1.1) J (u) =
∫
Ω
√
∇uT (x)R(x)∇u(x)dx,
where R(x) ∈ R2×2 is spatially adapted, such that the regularization is strong along the edges andweak across them. We term this functional as Adaptive Anisotripic Total Variation (A2TV), precisedefinitions are given in Section 3. We add the term Adaptive as Anisotropic TV is often referred toevaluating the gradient magnitude in a rotationally varying manner (such as with `1 metric) but withno spatial adaptive, image driven, changes. This functional was analyzed theoretically by Grasmair &Lenzen [22], where existence and uniqueness in several settings were shown. However, it is still anopen problem – which shapes such an energy can precisely preserve? We attempt to provide firstanalytical and experimental answers in this work.Decomposing a signal into its essential components is a long lasting problem in signal and imageprocessing. In [17, 18] a nonlinear spectral decomposition based on the TV functional was proposed.In [9] the approach was extended to absolutely one-homogeneous functionals. In specific settings,such as discrete one dimension, it was shown that one obtains a precise decomposition into nonlineareigenfunctions. Moreover, the spectral components, which are a difference of two eigenfunctions, areorthogonal to each other. Wewill present here theA2TV spectral framework and show its applicability.
1.1. Outline and Main Contributions. Our aim in this paper is to address the problem of shapepreserving structures of the A2TV functional. We extend the definitions of nonlinear eigenfunctionsand calibrable sets to this model. In order to do it in a clear and self-containing manner, we provide inSection 2 a summary related to calibrable sets and eigenfunctions of TV. As the topic is not trivial tonon-experts, this section may be of some tutorial value. In Section 3 the A2TV functional is presentedand its eigenfunctions are analyzed. The associated spectral framework is presented in Section 4.Ways to compute numerically the minimizations and flows are provided in Section 5. Experimentsillustrating the degree of shape preservation on toy examples are presented in Section 6. Finally, wegive examples of possible uses based on the functional in a regularization context and through spectralfiltering. These include depth inpainting, PET/CT Fusion and image manipulation.The main contributions of this work are:
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1. We present A2TV in a dual formulation setting, based on locally rotated and scaled gradientand divergence operators. Thereby providing away to transfer someof the theory establishedfor TV to the A2TV functional.2. The A2TV is analyzed from a geometrical viewpoint. Two main properties of eigenfunctionsinduced by the functional are investigated. We provide a proof for the convexity condition,showing that a set which is an eigenfunction is not required to be convex, unlike the classicalresult for isotropic TV [5]. We show how a parameter which controls the anisotropy allowsmore complex nonconvex structure as the degree of anisotropy increases. Our condition turnsout to coincide with a non-convexity measure for shape descriptors defined in [30].3. We suggest a conjecture related to the curvature bound, which stems from methodologicalnumerical experiments.4. Wepresent for the first time the attributes of spectral A2TV. It is shownhownonlinear spectralfiltering decomposes an image into textures and objects parts in a new way, allowing objectsto retain detailed geometry. We show the advantages of the A2TV transform over the TVtransform with respect to preserving well shapes of complex non-convex structures.5. We suggest some applications which use the functional. The analysis and understanding ofeigenfunctions of A2TV allows new insights on the regularization functional and better em-ployment of it.
1.2. Some Notation. Let Q be an open subset in RN . A function u ∈ L1(Q) with gradient Du(in the sense of distribution) is a Radon measure with finite total variation inQ is called a function ofbounded variation and will be denoted by u ∈ BV (Q). A characteristic function of a set E will bedenoted by χE . For a finite perimeter E, one can define the essential boundary ∂∗E as a countably
(N − 1) rectifiable with finiteH N−1. We define θ(x, y) ∈ L∞|y|(RN ) as the density of (x, y) withrespect of |y|,
(x, y)(B) =
∫
B
θ(x, y)d|y|,
for any Borel set B ⊆ RN . In particular, if E is bounded and has finite perimeter in RN , it followsthat,
JTV (χE) = 〈div ξ(x), χE(x)〉 = 〈ξ(x),−DχE(x)〉 =
∫
∂∗E
θ(ξ(x),−DχE(x))dH N−1.
1.3. Convexity measure. In shape analysis there has been comprehensive research related tocharacterizing shapes by a variety of measures and geometric descriptors. In [30] Peura and Iivari-nen proposed a group of fundamental shape descriptors. Specifically, they proposed the followingconvexity measure of a set C:
(1.2) H(C) := P (Conv(C))
P (C)
,
where P (C) is the perimeter of C and Conv(C) is the convex-hull of the set C. This measure hascertain desired property as a shape descriptor. It is in the range (0, 1]where it is 1 if and only if the set
C is convex. It is also translation and rotation invariant. We will later see how this measure is directlyrelated to characterizing eigenfunctions of the A2TV functional.
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2. The Theory of TV Eigenfunctions.
2.1. Functional Definition. The TV functional is defined by,
(2.1) JTV (u) = sup
ξ∈C∞c ,‖ξ‖∞≤1
∫
Ω
u(x) div ξ(x)dx,
on a domain Ω, for u ∈ BV (Ω). For smooth functions u, this reduces to,
(2.2) JTV (u) =
∫
Ω
|∇u(x)|dx.
2.2. Regularization based-on TV. In this paper we focus on gradient descent flows with respectto the regularizing functional. In the case of TV, this is referred to as TV flow, creating an inherentnonlinear, edge-preserving, scale-space. It is closely related to the ROF model [31], where the regu-larization is coupled with L2 square fidelity. For completeness, both are defined below.
2.2.1. The TV Flow. The TV flow regularizes an input signal f(x) by performing a gradient descentwith respect to TV. We denote by u(t;x) the solution of the following flow (with a time parameter t),
(2.3)
∂u
∂t = −div (ξ(x)) on (0,∞)× Ω,
∂u
∂n = 0 in (0,∞)× Ω,
u(0;x) = f(x) in x ∈ Ω,
where ξ admits argsupξ∈C∞c ,‖ξ‖∞≤1 ∫Ω u(x) div ξ(x)dx. Hence div (ξ(x)) ∈ ∂JTV (u) is a subgradi-ent element and the flow is a gradient descent with respect to TV. Based on the “chain rule” for thedifferentiation of functionals (see Lemma 3.3 of Brezis [7]), denoting p = div (ξ(x)), we obtain themonotonic decrease of JTV (u(t)) over time by
d
dt
J(u(t)) = 〈p, ∂u
∂t
〉 = −‖p‖2 ≤ 0, a.e.
2.2.2. ROF Model. The ROF model [31] is the classical way of using TV to regularize an image f .The resulting image u is a minimizer of the following energy,
(2.4) E (u) = t · JTV (u) + 1
2
‖u− f‖2L2(Ω).
There is a strong resemblance between the TV flow and the ROF model. In the discrete 1D case itwas shown that identical solutions are obtained (see e.g. [34, 9]). In this section we examine shapeswhich preserve their spatial structure (up to a contrast change) in a gradient flow or regularization.This type of functions admit a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, with respect to the subgradient of thefunctional. We refer to them as eigenfunctions.
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2.3. TV Eigenfunctions. The theory of total variation regularization inR2 characterizes the func-tions for which the TV regularizer is well adapted to. Those are calibrable sets, which are a specificfamily of eigenfunction. Let us first define a nonlinear eigenfunction induced by a functional.Definition 2.1 (Eigenfunction induced by a functional J ). A function f is an eigenfunction inducedby a functional J if it admits the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem,
(2.5) λf ∈ ∂J(f),
whereλ is the corresponding eigenvalue. A deep theoretical research related to the above eigenvalueproblem has been conducted in [5] and [6] for the TV functional. Here we outline the essential resultsand provide proofs which are crucial for better understanding the advantages of the A2TV functional,as explained in Section 3. It was shown that eigenfunctions preserve their shape and only lose contrastunder the TV flow. In fact, the loss of contrast is linear, where the TV flow (2.3) has the followinganalytic solution,
(2.6) u(t) = (1− tλ)+f,
for initial conditions f admitting (2.5), J = JTV . Moreover, these studies gave a precise geometricalcharacterization when f is an indicator of a set C ⊂ R2, which is a bounded set of finite perimeter.The theory requires that the setC be convex. A second condition (we refer to as a curvature condition)consists of a bound on the maximal curvature on the boundary of the set,
(2.7) max
∀x∈∂∗C
κ(x) ≤ P (C)|C| ,
for a characteristic set C, where P (C) is the perimeter of C and |C| is its area. In the section belowwe summarize the essential arguments and analysis for reaching the convexity condition and Eq. (2.7).This background will serve us in better understanding our new analysis for the adapted-anisotropicTV case.
2.3.1. The convexity condition. In order to prove the convexity condition, let us first introduceseveral definitions. Let the scalar λC be defined by,
(2.8) λC = P (C)|C| .
We can now define a calibrable set.Definition 2.2 (Calibrable Set).We say thatC is a−calibrable set if there exists a vector field ξ−C :
R2 → R2 with the following properties:1. ξ−C ∈ L2loc(R2;R2) and div(ξ−C ) ∈ L2loc(R2).2. |ξ−C | ≤ 1 almost everywhere in C.3. div(ξ−C ) is constant on C.4. θ(ξ−C ,−DχC)(x) = −1 forH 1-almost every x ∈ ∂∗C.We say that C is +calibrable if there exists a vector field ξ+C : R2 → R2 satisfying properties(1),(2),(3) and such that θ(ξ+C ,−DχC)(x) = 1.Basically, condition (4) means that ξ−C (ξ+C ) is identical to the outer (inner) normalized gradient of
χC for almost every x ∈ ∂∗C.
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Remark 2.1.Let C ⊂ R2 be a bounded set of finite perimeter. Assume that C is −calibrable andthat R2C is +calibrable. Define
(2.9) ξC := −
{
ξ−C on C
ξ+R2C on R
2C,
then, ξC ∈ L∞(R2;R2) and div(ξC) ∈ L∞(R2).
In [5] it was shown that for calibrable sets
(2.10) div(ξC) = λCχC =
{
λC on C
0 on R2C,
where λC is defined by Eq. (2.8). We can now state the following convexity condition.Theorem 2.3 (The Convexity Condition). LetC ⊂ R2 be a bounded set of finite perimeter which is
−calibrable such that R2C is +calibrable. Then,1. C is convex.2. ∀D ⊆ C, we have λD ≥ λC .Proof. Let ξC ∈ L∞(R2;R2), ‖ξC‖ ≤ 1 be the vector field defined by (2.9). Let D be a set of afinite perimeter. Using the fact that λCχC = div(ξC), we have,
λC |C ∩D| = λC
∫
R2
χCχD =
∫
R2
λCχCχD =
∫
R2
div(ξC)χD
=
∫
D
div(ξC) =
∮
D
ξC · νˆD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Divergence Theorem
νˆD outer normal of D
≤
∮
D
dl︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖ξC‖≤1, ‖νˆD‖=1
= Per(D).
Hence, ∀D ⊇ C, we have Per(C) = λC |C| = λC |C ∩ D| and therefore Per(C) ≤ Per(D).Therefore C must be convex (If C is not convex then we can chooseD as its convex hull which has asmaller perimeter). While ∀D ⊆ C, we have λC |D| = λC |C ∩D| yielding λC ≤ λD.
2.3.2. The curvature condition. For the curvature condition we shall define the following,Definition 2.4 (Gλ).Given λ ∈ R we define the functional Gλ as
(2.11) Gλ(D) := P (D)− λ|D|, D ⊆ R2, D of finite perimeter.
The functional Gλ has the following properties.Proposition 2.5. Let C,D ⊂ R2 be bounded sets of finite perimeter which are −calibrable andsuch that R2C and R2D is +calibrable. Also λCχC = div(ξC), λC = P (C)/|C| on C and
λDχD = div(ξD), λD = P (D)/|D| onD. Then,1. ∀D ⊆ C, the set C minimizes GλC (D). or, GλC (D) ≥ GλC (C).2. ∀D ⊆ C, GλC (D) ≥ 0.3. GλC (C) = 0. 6
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Proof. SinceD ⊆ C, by Theorem 2.3, it holds that λD ≥ λC , therefore,
GλC (D) = P (D)− λC |D| =
∫
D
(div(ξD)− λC) =
∫
D
(λD − λC) ≥
∫
D
(λC − λC) = 0
=
∫
C
(div(ξC)− λC) = P (C)− λC |C| = GλC (C).
Finally, the following curvature condition can be stated.Theorem 2.6 (The Curvature Condition). Let C ⊂ R2 be a bounded set of finite perimeter whichis−calibrable and such that R2C is +calibrable. Then, the following holds,
(2.12) max
∀x∈∂∗C
κ(x) ≤ λC ,
where κ(x) is the curvature at point x on the boundary of C.Remark 2.2.This important property was proved in [5] using Prop. 2.5; but also in [1, 21, 24] inaspects such as cheeger sets and anisotropic norms. We now turn to the main topic of the paper,concerned with the anisotropic functional, and see where insights gained in the TV theory can beextended and applied.
3. TheAdaptedAnisotropic Total Variation (A2TV) Functional. Several variants of anisotropic TVwere proposed in different studies for applications such as inpaiting [16], segmentation [23], filtering[25] and restoration [27] . The formulation and analysis most relevant for our study is the one ofGrasmair & Lenzen [22]. In [22] the regularizer has been presented in the form of Eq. (1.1). In order todefine spatially adaptive operators, which are useful in the analysis, we slightly change the notations.We introduce a matrix A(x) which is related to R(x) by R(x) = AT (x)A(x). The functional in thestrong-sense is thus defined by,
(3.1) J (u) =
∫
Ω
√
∇uT (x)AT (x)A(x)∇u(x)dx,
where u is a smooth function and A(x) ∈ R2×2 is a symmetric matrix, spatially adapted, A  0.We have A ∈ L∞ and specifically in our applications 0 < det(A)(x) ≤ 1. We wish to representthis regularizer with a slightly different formulation, better suited for our framework. Therefore, weintroduce variants of the gradient and divergence operators.
3.1. Introducing gradA(·) anddivA(·). Oneway to viewA2TV, is as a total variation regularizationapplied on a deformed space. Another way, is to apply regularization with space-dependent weights.Either way, it is beneficial to define modified variants of the gradient and divergence operators. Thisyields, in addition, a straightforward way to implement the A2TV.We define the following gradient,
(3.2) gradA = ∇A , A∇.
One can obtain the appropriate divergence operator by finding the Hermitian adjoint of our adaptedgradient, as the operators are connected by the identity,
〈gradA u,~v〉 = 〈u,−divA ~v〉.7
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To solve this, we first note that while our adapted gradient operates on a set of functions admittingthe Neumann boundary condition, i.e. , ∀x ∈ ∂Ω : ∂u∂n(x) = 0, the adjoint operator assumes vectors
admitting the Dirichlet condition, i.e. ∀x ∈ ∂Ω : ~v(x) =
(
v1(x)
v2(x)
)
= ~0 . The adapted divergence is
derived by,
〈∇Au,~v〉 =
∫
Ω
A∇u · ~vdx =
∫
Ω
∇u ·AT~vdx =
∫
∂Ω
u
(
AT~v · nˆ) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
−
∫
Ω
u∇ · (AT~v) dx
= 〈u,−∇TA~v〉.
Since A is symmetric, we obtain a definition for the adapted divergence,
(3.3) divA = ∇TA , ∇TAT = ∇TA.
3.2. Functional Definition. The A2TV functional is spatially adapted in order to preserve thestructure of the objects within the image u. Using the above operators, the Adapted AnisotropicTotal Variation functional in a domain Ω is given by,
(3.4) JA2TV (u) =
∫
Ω
|A(x)∇u|dx =
∫
Ω
|∇Au(x)|dx,
for smooth functions u. The weak-sense formulation for u ∈ BV (Ω) is,
(3.5) JA2TV (u) = sup
ξA∈C∞c ,‖ξA‖∞≤1
∫
Ω
u(x) divA ξ
A(x)dx,
whereA(x) ∈ R2×2 is the same one as in Eq. (3.1). There are many ways to choose the matrixA. Wefocus on two of them below.
3.3. Definition of thematrixA. There are several options for how to compute thematrixA in animage-drivenmanner, depending on the task at hand. We focus on the classical coherence-enhancingmethod presented by Weickert for anisotropic diffusion [36]. There is still an active research relatedto this interesting process with very useful applications recently suggested for shape inpainting andcompression [32, 29]. We then simplify it for sets in order to better analyze it theoretically and nu-merically.We are interested in a tensor A that properly preserves edges of complex objects. We wouldlike a strong regularization along edges and weaker one across them. In order to estimate locally thedirections a smoothed structure tensor is used. The smoothed structure tensor is defined by the outerproduct,
Jρ(∇uσ) = kρ ∗ (∇uσ ⊗∇uσ) ,
where ∇uσ is the gradient of an image u smoothed by a Gaussian kernel kσ with variance σ2 . Thestructure tensor itself is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with variance ρ2. In two dimensions, we canwrite a simple expression for the tensor as a 2× 2 matrix for each point x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ω,
8
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Jρ(x) =
(
(kρ ∗ u2x1;σ)(x) (kρ ∗ ux1;σux2;σ)(x)
(kρ ∗ ux2;σux1;σ)(x) (kρ ∗ u2x2;σ)(x)
)
.
Thismatrix has eigenvectors corresponding to the average direction of the gradient and the tangent ata neighborhood σ around point x and eigenvalues corresponding to the magnitude of each direction.In order to preserve structure, we should attenuate the eigenvalue corresponding to the gradientdirection (or increase the eigenvalue corresponding to the tangent direction). Let us nowgive a precisescheme for the tensor. We begin by looking at the eigen-decomposition of the smoothed structuretensor,
Jρ = V ΛV
−1,
where V is a matrix whose columns, v1, v2 ∈ R2, are the eigenvectors of Jρ , and Λ is a diagonalmatrix with the corresponding eigenvalues,
(3.6) Λ =
(
µ1 0
0 µ2
)
; V = (v1; v2) .
Let us denote the eigenvalues by µ1,µ2 , and assume µ1 ≥ µ2 (where µi is the corresponding eigen-value of vi). We keep the original directions of the gradient and tangent, by keeping the matrix V ,and applying a modification on the matrix Λ . We consider two modifications. The first, a well-knownmodification suggested by Weickert,
(3.7) Λ1 =
(
c
(
µ1
µ1,mean
, k
)
0
0 1
)
; c(s;K) =
{
1 s ≤ 0
1− e− Cm(s/K)m s > 0 .
The matrix A is then defined by,
(3.8) A = V Λ1V −1.
This modification is highly instrumental for natural complex images, which include texture andnoise. However, it has several parameters and it is not trivial to analyze. We would like to examinean image f which is an indicator function of some set C. One can simplify the construction of Aconsiderably, by using a single parameter a, controlling the degree of anisotropy. For that, we proposea second modification, Λ2 (with a fixed value a ∈ (0, 1]), by the following definition,
(3.9) Λ2 =

(
a 0
0 1
)
,on ∂C
I ,otherwise.
; A =
{
V Λ2V
−1 ,on ∂C
I ,otherwise.
.
In this case we also assume, for simplicity, that σ → 0 and that the set C is of bounded curvaturesuch that v1, v2 align exactly with the gradient and level-set directions, respectively.
9
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3.4. Regularizing Using A2TV.
3.4.1. The A2TV Flow. We denote by u(t;x) the A2TV flow, which is the solution of the followingPDE,
(3.10)
∂u
∂t = divA
(
ξA(x)
)
on (0,∞)× Ω
∂u
∂n = 0 in (0,∞)× Ω
u(0;x) = f(x) in x ∈ Ω,
.
where ξA admits argsupξA∈C∞c ,‖ξA‖∞≤1 ∫Ω u(x) divA ξA(x)dx.
3.4.2. Adaptive ROF Model. As in the TV case, an ROF-type energy can be formulate, based onthe functional JA2TV (u),
(3.11) EA2TV (u) = t · JA2TV (u) + 12‖u− f‖2L2(Ω).
In order to better understand the characteristics of this regularization, we turn to analyzing the nonlin-ear eigenfunctions induced by the subgradient ofA2TV . We want to show that the A2TV functionalcan adapt itself to a wide variety of shapes, which incorporate all the eigenfunctions of the isotropicTV functional.
3.5. Basic Properties of A2TV. The A2TV functional is 1-homogeneous, since for any scalar µ ∈ Rwe have
(3.12) JA2TV (µu) =
∫
Ω
|∇Aµu(x)|dx = |µ|
∫
Ω
|∇Au(x)|dx = |µ|JA2TV (u).
In addition, as for any absolutely one-homogeneous functional, the sub-gradient of the A2TV, p(u) ∈
∂JA2TV (u) is zero-homogeneous: p(µu) = p(u) . The sub-gradient can be written as,
(3.13) p(x) = divA(ξA(x)),
where ξA(x) admits argsupξA∈C∞c ,‖ξA‖∞≤1 ∫Ω u(x) divA ξA(x)dx.We refer to u as an eigenfunction of JA2TV if it admits the following eigenvalue problem,
(3.14) p(u) = λu ∈ ∂JA2TV (u),
where λ ∈ R is the corresponding eigenvalue. For any u not in the null-space of JA2TV we have thatlambda is strictly positive since from (3.14) we have 〈p(u), u〉 = 〈λu, u〉, yielding λ = JA2TV‖u‖22 > 0. Forthe A2TV flow (3.10), when the initial condition f is an eigenfunction, λf ∈ ∂JA2TV (f), the analyticsolution is,
(3.15) u(t, x) =
{
(1− tλ)f for t ∈ [0, 1λ ],
0 otherwise. .
This result is shown in [20] for all absolutely one-homogeneuous functionals.
10
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Let us now focus on A2TV as defined for sets in Eq. (3.9) as we would like to link the A2TV energyto the perimeter of a shape C ⊆ Ω. If u is an indicator function of C, it can be shown that
(3.16) JA2TV (u) = aPer(C),
where a is defined in (3.9). This comes from the coarea formula of TV and using
JA2TV (u) =
∫
Ω
|∇Au(x)|dx =
∫
Ω
|A(x)∇u(x)|dx =
∫
Ω
|a∇u(x)|dx = a
∫
Ω
|∇u(x)|dx,
where the gradient should be understood in the distributional sense. For an eigenfunction u whichis an indicator function of C, the eigenvalue λ can be computed by,
(3.17) λ = JA2TV (u)‖u‖2 = a
Per(C)
|C| .
3.6. Characteristics of A2TV Eigenfunctions. As in the TV case, we can discuss the eigenfunc-tions induced by A2TV. Developing a theory for the Adapted Anisotropic Total Variation gives way tocharacterize the basic structures the regularizer preserves. Here again, there are twomain conditionsthat should be fulfilled by eigenfunctions: The convexity and the curvature conditions. By extendingthe definitions of [5], we can provide part of the theory of the A2TV flow and its eigenfunctions. Forthis purpose, we use the matrix A with Λ2, as defined in Eq. (3.9).
3.6.1. A non-convexity condition. In order to prove a new condition related to convexity, we firstintroduce several definitions. Let us set λAC as,
(3.18) λAC = aP (C)|C| ,
where, C ⊂ R2 is a bounded set of finite perimeter and a is the parameter of Eq. (3.9). Let us nowdefine an A-calibrable set.Definition 3.1 (A-Calibrable Set). Let C ⊆ R2 be a set of finite perimeter. We say that C is a −A-calibrable set if there exists a vector field ξA−C : R2 → R2 with the following properties:1. ξA−C ∈ L2loc(R2;R2) and divA(ξA−C ) ∈ L2loc(R2).2. |ξA−C | ≤ 1 almost everywhere in C.3. divA(ξA−C ) is constant on C.4. θ(ξA−C ,−DχC)(x) = −1 forH 1-almost every x ∈ ∂∗C.We say that C is +A-calibrable if there exists a vector field ξA+C : R2 → R2 satisfying properties(1),(2),(3) and such that θ(ξA+C ,−DχC)(x) = 1.
Basically, condition (4) means that ξA−C (ξA+C ) is identical to the outer (inner) normalized gradientof χC for almost every x ∈ ∂∗C.
Remark 3.1. LetC ⊂ R2 be a bounded set of finite perimeter. Assume thatC is−A-calibrable andthat R2C is +A-calibrable. Define,
(3.19) ξAC := −
{
ξA−C on C
ξA+R2C on R
2C ,
11
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then, ξAC ∈ L∞(R2;R2) and divA(ξAC ) ∈ L∞(R2).Here, similarly to Eq. (2.10), applying the operator divA yields,
(3.20) divA(ξAC ) := λACχC =
{
λAC on C
0 on R2C .
We can now state the following non-convexity condition.Theorem 3.2 (The Non-Convexity Condition). Let C ⊂ R2 be a bounded set of finite perimeterwhich is−A-calibrable, and let R2C be +A-calibrable. Then,1. C can be non-convex to some extent.2. ∀D ⊆ C, we have λAD ≥ 1aλAC .Proof. Let ξAC ∈ L∞(R2;R2), ‖ξAC‖ ≤ 1 be the vector field defined by Eq. (3.19). LetD be a setof a finite perimeter. Using Eq. (3.20) and part 2 of Def. 3.1, we have,
λAC |C ∩D| = λAC
∫
R2
χCχD =
∫
R2
λACχCχD =
∫
R2
divA(ξ
A
C )χD
=
∫
D
divA(ξ
A
C ) =
∮
D
ξAC · νˆD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Divergence Theorem
νˆD outer normal of D
≤
∮
D
dl︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖ξAC‖≤1, ‖νˆD‖=1
= Per(D).
Hence, ∀D ⊃ C, we have aPer(C) = λAC |C| = λAC |C ∩ D| which gives us aPer(C) ≤ Per(D).Thus C can be non convex, depending on the parameter a (the parameter a can compensate for thenon-convexity of the setC). As∀D ⊂ C wehaveλAC |D| = λAC |C∩D|, we can concludeλAC ≤ 1aλAD.
Basically, Theorem 3.2 implies that a set C can be an eigenfunction, also if it is not convex, pro-vided the anisotropy parameter a is small enough. The maximal a that maintains C as an eigenfunc-tion is,
(3.21) amax = Per(D)
Per(C)
,
whereD is the convex hull ofC as it is shown in figure 3.1. This coincides precisely with the convexitymeasure of Peura et al. [30], Eq. (1.2). The A-calibrable sets include the classical calibrable sets, asstated in the following theorem.Theorem 3.3 (A-calibrable sets generalization). Let C ⊂ R2 be a set of finite perimeter and acalibrable set. Then, it is also an A-calibrable set.Proof. Let ξC : R2 → R2 be a vector field satisfying Def. 2.2 of the calibrable sets and ξAC : R2 →
R2 be a vector field satisfying Def. 3.1 of theA-calibrable sets. AssumingC is a calibrable set, we showthat there exists a vector field ξAC , which admits Def. 3.1.First, we consider the case where x ∈ ∂C. By definition, ξC(x) = ξAC (x) = Du(x)|Du(x)| (whereDu is
the gradient of u in the distributional sense). Since at each point x, Du(x)|Du(x)| is an eigenvector of A(x)with eigenvalue a we have AξAC = aξAC = aξC , therefore ∀x ∈ ∂C,
divA ξ
A
C (x) = divAξ
A
C (x) = div aξC(x) = aλ
TV
C χC(x) = λ
A2TV
C χC(x).12
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Figure 3.1: Non-Convex shape example. Here, D is the convex hull of C. As the perimeter of C be-comes larger, amax should be smaller to compensate for the increased degree of non-convexity ofC,in the sense of Eq. (1.2).
Next, we consider the case x ∈ R2∂C. Here A = I and div = divA, thus,
div ξC = λ
TV
C χC ⇒ aλTVC χC = λA
2TV
C χC = a div ξC = div aξC = divA aξC .
By assigning ξAC (x) = aξC(x), ∀x ∈ R2∂C , we get divA ξAC = λA2TVC χC . Therefore, we obtain avector field ξAC , defined in the entire domain, which fully admits Def. 3.1.
3.6.2. The curvature condition. We attempt to reach a bound on the maximal curvature admit-ted by eigenfunctions of A2TV, analogous to (2.12). The theoretical analysis here is highly involvedand is still under investigation. Current known theory to provide such bounds relies on the convexityproperty of the set and thus cannot be applied here. At this point, we can give some intuition on howthis bound should be characterized and present compelling numerical evidence.
We would like to find the relation of the maximal curvature on the set boundary to the degreeof anisotropy (the parameter a ∈ (0, 1]). Let us first discuss the extreme cases. For a = 1 we getisotropic TV, therefore the bound should be as in (2.12). As a decreases, the regularization diminishesand we expect the bound to grow as a→ 0.
We now turn to examining more closely the dual variable ξA. We would like to analyze the appli-cation of the classical divergence, therefore we define
(3.22) ξ˜A := AξA,
whereA is the adapted anisotropic matrix. In Fig. 3.2, one can see the differences between the vectorfields ξ˜A and ξA. Note especially the smoother behavior of ξ˜A near edges.
13
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between the vector fields ξA (defined by Eq. (3.5)) and ξ˜A, Eq. (3.22), (a=0.5).From left: indicator function of a nonconvex set C, color coded vector field ξA and the cross sectionvertical line (in red), cross sections of ξA and ξ˜A. Whereas ξA is not smooth near the edge, ξ˜A issmooth.
Let us compare the TV definition 2.2 and the A2TV definition 3.1. For eigenfunctions, ξ for TV and
ξ˜A for A2TV, should have a constant divergence. Wedenote both vector fields by ξ. In two dimensions,a vector field has a constant divergence when its components are of the form,
(3.23) { ξx = R(x)R′(y) + t1x
ξy = −R′(x)R(y) + t2y,
for some differential function R(·). Clearly, we get by construction a constant divergence: div(ξ) =
t1 + t2. For total variation the function R(·) is identically zero (for a disk of radius r we get R(·) =
0, t1 = t2 =
1
r ). However, our numerical observations indicate it is a more complex function for A2TV.For example, in the case of ellipses, ξ˜A has a structure similar to a third degree polynomial (as can beseen in Fig 3.4).Several numerical experiments were conducted using ellipse shapes (as in Fig. 3.3) with variouseccentricities and A2TV regularization with various degrees of anisotropy parameter (a). An ellipseshape is used in order to decouple the convexity and the curvature measures. Moreover, it is simpleto estimate numerically its curvature.
Figure 3.3: Basic ellipse shape
For an ellipse as in Fig. 3.3,Ra ≥ Rb, the maximum curvature, located at (x, y) = (Ra, 0), is,
(3.24) κmax = Ra/R2b .14
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Thefirst experiment is doneby applyingA2TVona single ellipsewith various values of the anisotropyparameter a. The resultant ξ˜A cross-sections is shown in Fig 3.4. One can observe that the minor axis(of ξ˜Ay ) has a linear solution just as in the TV case (due to its low curvature). The major axis, on theother hand, is not a linear function. The curvature on the boundary is maximal and ξ˜A is not mono-tone inside the set anymore. For a > 0.5 the anisotropy of A2TV is not sufficient and one does notobtain an eigenfunction, this can be seen by the clipping of ξ˜Ax near the value of 1. For a ≤ 0.5 weget an eigenfunction with div(ξ˜A) = const, here ξ˜Ax resembles a 3rd degree polynomial.
Figure 3.4: A2TV Ellipse ξ˜A Cross-Sections - A numerical experiment to asses the behavior of ξ˜A as afunction of a. The parameters of the ellipse are: Ra = 100, Rb = 20.
In Fig. 3.5 we present results of another numerical experiment. Now, a fixed anisotropic param-eter a = 0.5 is used and ellipses with various radii ratios (r = RbRa ) are tested. When the eccentricityof the ellipse is low (RbRa closer to 1) there is a linear profile for both ξ˜A axes. Actually these ellipsesare eigenfunction also of TV (ratios of r ∈ (0.6, 1]). As the eccentricity grows with r ∈ (0.15, 0.5], weobtain eigenfunctions unique to A2TV (with a = 0.5). Finally, we have a very narrow ellipse, r = 0.1,which is not an eigenfunction, where the vector field is clipped.
15
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Figure 3.5: A2TV Ellipse ξ˜A Cross-Sections - An experiment to asses the behavior of ξ˜A as a functionof the ratio r = RbRa . Two cross-sections of ξ˜A along the axes are shown. (a = 0.5,Ra = 200).
These experiments show a distinct systematic trend relating the parameter a to the set of ellipseeigenfuncions, which is summarized in Fig.3.6. As a becomes smaller, ellipses of higher eccentricity(and curvature) become admissible eigenfunctions.
Figure 3.6: A2TV Ellipse Eigenfunction Sets. A visualization of the possible eigenfunction sets (coloredregion) of ellipses for the A2TV functional as the parameter a decreases (from left to right).
In order to estimate numerically a curvature condition for ellipses we performed the followingexperiment, with the results depicted in Fig. 3.7. Multiple A2TV flows (with different a parameter)were applied to ellipses of different eccentricities (Rb/Ra ∈ (0.2, 1]).
16
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Figure 3.7: Regularization by A2TV of ellipses - a numerical experiment to asses the behavior of thefunction fcr(a). Here, numerous A2TV tests were performed with anisotropic parameter a ∈ (0.4, 1],radii ratios ofRb/Ra = (0.2, 1],Ra = 200.
In Fig. 3.7 we can see two plots. The left plot shows the eigenfunction test scores (lower is better)based on the following formula,
(3.25) T (u) = u(0, 0)− u(Ra − , 0)
u(0, 0)
,
where u is an ellipse image after applying a A2TV flow at t = 1
10λA
where λA is taken from Eq. (3.18).The test score, typically in the range T (u) ∈ [0, 1], was chosen due to its numerical robustness, asoppose to indicators which take into account the entire image, and are biased by numerical errors. Werely on the fundamental property of indicator set eigenfunctions which retain a constant value withinthe set. The time of the flow chosen for the computation is 10% of the approximated extinction time.The value of  = 0.05 ·Ra was used (forRa = 200,  = 10).On the left, it can be observed that as the ratio tends to 1 (towards a disk), the shape attains abetter eigenfunction score. The bar with the value 0.0017 was chosen so that the ratio 0.6 is the lastone to be an eigenfunction for the TV functional (which is the theoretical threshold for TV). From thegraph on the left, critical thresholds for a, acr values, were extractedwith the rule of choosing awhichgives the same test score T (u) for each ellipse ratio. The right plot shows the theoretical fcr,Theory,which represents the actual bound A2TV needs to compensate by,
(3.26) fcr,Theory = max(κmax/P (C)|C| , 1),
where the set C represent an ellipse with a major axis Ra and a minor axis Rb as shown in Fig. 3.3.For each ellipse ratio, we took the critical acr and applied it as a function of fcr,Exp,
fcr,Exp(acr) =
1
a3cr
.
17
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Both images in Fig.3.7 present a strong indication that the upper bound dependence on the pa-rameter a is 1
a3
. Note that this is the case for ellipses, it is hard to validate if curvature and con-vexity/shape structures can be completely decoupled. We summarize this relation by the followingconjecture,Conjecture 3.1.LetC ⊂ R2 be a bounded ellipse for which its indicator function is an eigenfunctionin the sense of (3.14), with κ(x) the curvature at point x ∈ ∂∗C. Then,
(3.27) max
∀x∈∂∗C
κ(x) ≤ λ
A
C
a4
=
1
a3
P (C)
|C| .
Another way to phrase it, is that the maximal a, for which an indicator function of an ellipse C is aneigenfunction, is,
(3.28) amax = min
(
3
√
Per(C)/|C|
max{κ∂C} , 1
)
.
Choosing a for the setC. If one would want a general setC to be well preserved (approximatelyan eigenfunction) by the regularizer A2TV, using Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.28), we thus suggest to selectthe following a parameter,
(3.29) amax = min
Per(D)
Per(C)
, 3
√
Per(C)/|C|
maxκ∂C
 ,
whereD is the convex hull of C.
4. The Spectral Framework. The spectral transform is based on a flow of a 1-homogeneous func-tional J(u) similar to the TV and the A2TV flow described above. The general gradient flow is
(4.1) ut(t, x) = −p(t, x), u(0, x) = f(x), p(t, x) ∈ ∂uJ(u),
where f is assumed to be of zero mean, t ∈ (0,∞), x ∈ Ω and Neumann boundary conditions areused.The spectral transform is analogue to the Fourier transform in the sense of the transition fromone domain to another, a spectral response which describes the energy at each scale (’frequency’)and a filtering mechanism which enables to diminish or amplify each scale band. With that analogyin mind, the transform is defined by
(4.2) φ(t) = uttt.
With the inverse transform,
(4.3) fˆ =
∫ ∞
0
φ(t)dt
The spectral response which is used here for visualization of the active scales is
(4.4) S(t) =
∫
Ω
|φ(t;x)|dx.
18
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It is worth mentioning there are several definitions to the spectrum response curve; among them is
S(t) = 〈f, φ(t)〉which holds a Perseval-type relation described in [18]. Based on this framework, onecan obtain a filtered responses using a filterH(t):
(4.5) φH(t;x) = H(t)φ(t;x), fH(x) =
∫ ∞
0
φH(t;x)dt,
where H(t) can be among other options, a low-pass filter (LPF) H(t) = HtcLPF , with the followingfiltered response,
(4.6) HtcLPF =
{
1, t ≥ tc
0, otherwise
, fH(x) =
∫ ∞
tc
φ(t, x)dt,
a LPF complement’s high-pass filter (HPF)H(t) = HtcHPF
(4.7) HtcHPF =
{
1, t ≤ tc
0, otherwise
, fH(x) =
∫ tc
0
φ(t, x)dt,
and a band-pass filter (BPF)H(t) = H [t1,t2]BPF
(4.8) Ht1,t2BPF =
{
1, t ∈ [t1, t2]
0, otherwise
, fH(x) =
∫ t2
t1
φ(t, x)dt,
For f being an eigenfunction with an associated eigenvalue λ, the transform, defined by Eq. (4.2),becomes
(4.9) φ(t) = δ
(
t− 1
λ
)
f.
Here we use the definition ofA for A2TV which applies for general images, Eq. (3.7). In Fig 4.1 weshow an example of φ bands of an image, which are narrow band-pass filters, in the sense of (4.8), ofincreasing scales. We compare spectral TV and spectral A2TV (using k = 1 in Eq. (3.7)). One can seethat the main difference between the two functionals is that larger scales (we term “objects” here)have more distinct structures for A2TV, preserving better the shapes of the original image. StandardTV highly regularizes the large shapes, turning them into simple blobs.
19
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Figure 4.1: Spectral φ bands comparison of spectral-TV and spectral-A2TV. The bands are divided intotwo main scale bands. On the left the textures of the image are shown; On the right, the macrotextures, or objects.
5. Numerical Schemes. One can use the anisotropic operators for gradient and divergence, de-fined in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3) to adapt and implement the flow and minimization numerically. Thiscan be applied to almost anyminimizingmethod like Chambolle’s projection algorithm [12], the primaldual method of Chambolle-Pock [14] or FISTA [4].
In general, unless noted otherwise , the matrix A is calculated once according to Weickert’sshceme, Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8), based on the input image. To calculate the matrix, we use the val-ues m = 4 and cm = 3.3 for the function c(x;K) , as suggested by Weickert in [36]. The defaultnumerical framework used in this work was Chambolle’s [12] due to its high precision and despite itsrelatively slow convergence rate. The gradient flow of (3.10) is solved as in [18], by iterative proximalsteps.
5.1. Chambolle-Pock Scheme. In [14] a general scheme is proposed to solve problems of theform,
(5.1) min
x∈X
F (Kx) +G(x).
where F, F ∗ : Y → [0,∞), G,G∗ : X → [0,∞), K : X → Y . Here, F ∗ and G∗ are the convexconjugate ofF andG.K∗ is the hermitian adjoint of the operatorK. We assume that these problemshave at least a solution (xˆ, yˆ) ∈ X × Y . The accelerated Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm is used. Recalling
20
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the ROF-A2TV energy Eq. (3.11), the definitions of F ,G,K andK∗ are,
(5.2)
F (x) = ‖x‖L1(Ω),
G(u) =
1
2t
‖u− f‖2L2(Ω),
K = ∇A = gradA
K∗ = ∇TA = divA .
5.2. Chambolle’s Projection Algorithm. The gradient-divergence pair defined in (3.2) and (3.3)allows us to modify the projection algorithm of [12] by the following,
(5.3) pn+1i,j = p
n
i,j + τ (∇ (divA(pn)− 2λf))i,j
1 + τ
∣∣∣(∇ (divA(pn)− 2λf))i,j∣∣∣ ,
where the dual parameter is p ∈ ∂JA2TV (u), f is the original image, and τ is the time step. Accordingto [12], convergence is guaranteed for τ < 1/8 with the outcome of u = f − 1λ divA(p). It is worthnoting that according to [12], τ is limited by 1‖divA‖2L2 . Since the eigenvalues of the matrix A in ourmodel are in the range (0, 1], the norm of the divergence can only diminish ; thus, one can maintainthe same bound on τ .
Figure 6.1: Non-Convex EigenFunction. Top - A2TV(a = 0.25) flow of a C shape. Bottom - TV flow ofa C shape. The C shape has a convex hull perimeter to shape perimeter ratio of 0.769. From left toright: the image u at t = 0, a vertical cross section of the image u over time (blue is the start and redis the end of the flow), the sub-gradient p at time 0, a cross section of the sub-gradient p over time,the ratio image as described in Eq. (6.1) and a vertical cross section of the ratio image.
6. Numerical Experiments. In this section we present numerical experiments that illustrate andfurther validate theoretical issues discussed so far. Let us define the ratio image
(6.1) r(t, x) := p(t, x)
u(t, x)
.
For eigenfunctions, we get r = const = λ. Throughout this section we present the flow in terms ofthe image u, the sub-gradient p, the ratio r and the dual variable vector field parts ξx and ξy.Plots of cross-sections at various time instances are super-imposed with an appropriate color-bar,with t ∈ [0, td], where td denotes time of disappearance (extinction time). When a two-dimensional
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Figure 6.2: Vector field ξ. Top and Middle, A2TV flow of aC shape. Bottom, TV flow of aC shape. Onthe left are the ξ’s of the flows at t = 0. The colored axes are cross-sections of ξ at different evolutiontimes t, where the time is color-coded by the bar on the right (for A2TV the plots coincide and areoccluded by the last instance in red) . Middle row, the applied tensor A on ξA, Eq. (3.22).
Figure 6.3: Extreme-curvature convex eigenfunction. Top - A2TV flow. Bottom - TV flow. For bothflows, the initial condition is the same ellipse shape. From left to right: the image u at t = 0, ahorizontal cross section of the image u over time (blue is the beginning and red is the end of theflow), the sub-gradient p at t = 0, a cross section of p over time, the ratio image r at t = 0, Eq. (6.1),and a vertical cross section of it.
image of the vector field ξ is shown, a color code is used to show its size and angle for each pixel (thecode is shown by a circle on the top-right). To achieve high precision, 3000 projection iterations areused at each step.
Non-Convex Shape Experiments. In order to better illustrate the difference between the A2TV andTV flows, we applied both flows on an indicator function of a set which resembles a C shape, witha ratio Per(hull(C))/Per(C) of 0.769 (Eq. (3.21)) as can be seen in Fig. 6.1. We recall the analyticsolution of eigenfunctions under TV-flow, Eq. (2.6), and A2TV-flow, Eq. (3.15), inwhich spatial structureis preserved and contrast is reduced linearly with time. It can be clearly seen that TV-flow deforms the
C shape over time, indicating it is not an eigenfunction, as classical TV theory predicts for non-convex
22
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Figure 6.4: Extreme-Curvature ξ. Top and Middle- A2TV flow of an ellipse shape. Bottom - TV flowof an ellipse shape. On the left are the ξ’s of theflows at t = 0. The colored axes are the variable ξcross-sections evolves through time t. The middlerow is the applied tensor A on the A2TV flow ξA.
sets. On the other hand, A2TV-flow keeps a steady sub-gradient, preserves the shape and yields aconstant ratio function r. This is a strong numerical indication that the shape is an eigenfunction ofA2TV, in the sense of (3.14). The flow can also be investigated by examining the dual domain vectorfield ξ. In Fig. 6.2 the variables ξA,ξ˜A are shown. Different instances in time are overlaid. One canobserve they coincide with almost no change throughout the A2TV flow, while ξ is being distortedin the TV flow. The row in the middle shows ξ˜A, which is the variable the divergence is applied on,similar to ξ in TV.High Curvature Experiments. In this section we want to demonstrate how extremely curved ob-jects can still be eigenfunctions of A2TV and compare these to the TV case. In Fig. 6.3, it can be seenthat the ellipse linearly diminishes over time in the A2TV flow while reducing the curvature of the el-lipse in the TV flow. The constant ratio image (up to numerical errors) and the constant sub-gradientstrongly validate that this highly curved ellipse is an eigenfunction of the A2TV functional.In Fig. 6.4 the dual variable is shown. Note that the magnitude of the variable ξ˜A, Eq. (3.22),is smaller than 1 on the set boundary and may be close to 1 inside the set, compensating for highcurvatures, as seen along the x axis (blue frame in middle row, right).In Fig. 6.5 we demonstrate the impact of the parameter a on the flow variable u, the sub-gradient
p and the dual variable ξA. Results of several A2TV flowprocesses, Eq. (3.10), with different parameter
a are shown. As a descreases the ellipse structure becomes less regularized, where for a = 0.5 theellipse becomes a numerical eigenfunction and its shape is completely retained through the flow.Synthetic Example - Neuron-like Structure. The purpose of this example is to examine a complex,non-convex and highly curved shape. We also demonstrate the result of A2TV spectral filtering onsuch shapes. In this example, the use of BPF’s of the spectral framework, Eq. (4.8), were used atscales t near the vanishing time of each neuron. As a diminishes the spectrum S(t) is more sparse,retaining most of the structures within distinct scales with compact support in t. For small enough a,one can see a linear decay of the image u over time. Similar to previous experiments, p and ξA donot change over time, as can be expected from an eigenfunction. For different values of a, note thedifferent regularization that occurs, in terms of both convexity and curvature.
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Figure 6.5: Extreme-curvature for different values a. Top, ellipse image u(t = 0). Each row depictsan A2TV flow with its corresponding a. From left to right, the image u just before vanishing time,the difference image between start and vanishing times (normalized), horizontal cross-section of theimage u over time t along the flow, horizontal cross-section of the sub-gradient p, ξA before vanishingtime and a cross-section of ξA along the flow.
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Figure 6.6: Synthetic neuron-like structure - comparison for different values of a. Top is a pair ofneuron-like shapes image u(t = 0). Each row is an A2TV flow with its corresponding a. From left toright, the φ spectral component (narrow band-pass) just before the neuron shape vanishes, ttd1 forthe right neuron and ttd2 for the left one, horizontal cross-section of the image u over time t alongthe flow, horizontal cross-section of the sub-gradient p over time t along the flow, ξA just before thefirst neuron shape vanishes and a cross-section of ξA over time t along the flow.
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Figure 7.1: Image-guided depth inpainting - a Comparison. Top row, left to right: RGB image, originaldepth image and the masked depth image. Second row: Inpainting with the A2TV functional withvarious a parameter values and one with the TV functional.
7. Applications. Weshowbelow several applicationswhich can benefit from theA2TV functional,following our analysis, in a minimization and spectral frameworks.
7.1. Depth Inpainting. In this application, we construct the adapted matrix (Tensor) A from theRGB image,and apply it to the depth image. The energy minimization is based on [26], where nowA2TV replaces TV. The Energy being minimized is,
(7.1) min
u∈BV (Ω)
E (u) = JA2TV (u) +
1
2
∫
Ω
µˆ(x) (u(x)− f(x))2 dx, A(x) = A(I(x)),
where u is the inpainted depth image, f is the input depth (with missing values), I is the intensity ofthe RGB image and µˆ is an inverse indicator of the inpainting regions with zero value in regions to beinpainted and µ  1 otherwise. Standard projection algorithms cannott solve Eq. (7.1) directly since
µˆ takes zero values in Ω ( recalling u = f − 1µ divA(p) in the projection algorithm). This is resolved in[26] by solving two subproblems alternately and iteratively,
(7.2) min
v
JA2TV (v) +
1
2θ
∫
Ω
(u− v)2 dx,
(7.3) min
u
∫
Ω
(u− v)2 dx+ 1
2
∫
Ω
µˆ (u− f)2 dx.
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Figure 7.2: PET/CTModel Fusion. High resolution information on the anatomy of the patient is injectedto the PET regularization through the tensor A, which is based on the registered CT image.
Problem (7.2) can be solved by the adaptation of Chambolle’s projection method [12], Eq. (5.3). Prob-lem (7.3) has the following closed-form solution,
(7.4) u = µˆθf + v
1 + µˆθ
.
In our scheme, the adapted anisotropic matrix A is calculated once at the beginning from the RGBimage, p is initialized at first with zeros and later with the result of previous iteration, v is thereforederived from p by v = u − θ divA(p). Moreover, u is initialized as f , and the parameters are µ =
80, θ = 5, τ = 1/8 with 6000 iterations. At each alternating session, the projection step is iterated5 times. The resulting image in Fig. 7.1 with the smallest a clearly shows how the A2TV regularizer isable to reconstruct the required geometry given a small enough parameter a.
7.2. PET/CT Model Fusion. Here, we construct the A tensor from the CT image, and solve a TVand an A2TV minimization problems. In the A2TV minimization process, information regarding thestructure of the PET scan is taken from the detailed CT image via the tensor A. The energy to beminimized is,
(7.5) min
u∈BV (Ω)
E (u) = JA2TV (u) +
µ
2
∫
Ω
(u− f)2 dx, A(x) = A(CT (x)),
where f is the PET image, µ = 5/3 and the adapted matrix parameter k = 0.1. Results are shown inFig. 7.2.
7.3. Spectral A2TV - Shapes and Faces. As an application to the spectral A2TV, we chose the"Shapes and Faces" cartoon image in order to better demonstrate hownon-convex and high curvature
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Figure 7.3: Spectral A2TV - Shapes and Faces. Top left to right - An image of objects with faces; its
A2TV spectrum and φ bands of a specific locations in the spectrum. Middle and bottom - Filtersapplied on the spectrum and the resulting filtered image beneath each one.
shapes are decomposed and can be manipulated using the spectral A2TV framework. Various band-pass filters, Eq. (4.8), are used to isolate shapes and certain face parts of different scales. As can beseeing in the figure, by applying different filters we are able to extract different parts of the image andapply various filters (middle row) yielding different semantic interpretations (bottom row).
7.4. Spectral A2TV - Attenuating and enhancing "low frequency" object bands. We now showmanipulation of a natural image based on A2TV spectral representation. Sharp peaks in the spectrum
S(t) at high t (corresponding to low eigenvalues or "low frequencies") are isolated by narrow band-pass filters. See spectrum at top row, second plot and shapes corresponding to the first and secondpeaks at the bottom row, left. One basically obtains a segmentation of the flowers. We can nowperform filtering on the appropriate bands, increasing or decreasing the contrast of the flowers. Wenote that one is not able to process objects in a similar manner using spectral TV as it would havedistorted the flowers’ segmentation to a disk-like shapes and filtering would not be accurate.
8. Conclusions. In this work, the A2TV functional was analyzed and characterized, focusing onthe type of shapes it can perfectly preserve. These shapes are nonlinear eigenfunctions in the senseof (3.14). It is shown that A2TV can be formulated as a smooth generalization of the TV functional,by changing the anisotropy parameter a ∈ (0, 1]. Its eigenfunctions are a superset of those of TV,
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Figure 7.4: Spectral A2TV - Attenuating and enhancing object bands. Spectral peaks in the spectrum(red, green circles) correspond to the small and larger flowers, respectively. These bands are filteredout completely at the top left image. The bands are then added back by 33% increments (from left toright, top to bottom).
where as a tends to zero more complex structures are admissible. We have proved that the con-vexity measure (1.2) can be used to characterize the most nonconvex structure that is an admissibleeigenfunction for a certain a. With respect to curvature, we have shown numerically the tendency ofhigher curvatures to be admitted, approximately inversely proportional to a3, compared to isotropicTV. Future theoretical research is required to formally validate this.Those findings provide better insight on the functional and how to tune its parameters. Sincethis is a one-homogeneous functional, we were able to generalize spectral TV [18] to spectral A2TV,following the theory of [20]. This type of nonlinear decomposition is well suited not only for filteringthe textural parts of the image, but the objects as well. Finally, several applications that may benefitthe use of A2TV were suggested.
9. Appendix I - A2TV Disk Example. We define the following function,
(9.1) f(X) =
{
hc0 |X| ≤ R
h(c0 − 1) R ≤ |X| ≤ R0 .
The shape of f is basically a disk of radius R and height h, within a circular domain Ω of radius R0.Here, c0 = 1−R2/R20 was chosen so the mean value is f¯ = 0. We define the following matrix A asin (3.9), with ∂C : |X| = R. Eq. (3.6) can be written as,
v1 =
X
|X| =
X
R
=
1
R
(
x
y
)
, v1 ⊥ v2 ⇒ v2 = 1
R
(
y
−x
)
, V = [v1; v2] =
1
R
(
x y
y −x
)
,
A = V TΛV =
1
R
(
x y
y −x
)(
a 0
0 1
)
1
R
(
x y
y −x
)
=
1
R2
(
ax2 + y2 axy − xy
axy − xy ay2 + x2
)
.
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In this eigen-problem the eigenvalue of v1 is a and of v2 is 1. Let us assume a certain vector field ξAand show it is a calibrable set. On the disk boundary ∂C we require,
ξA|∂C = 1
R
(
x
y
)
=
X
R
.
The divergence operator is applied on AξA, therefore we impose continuity to get,
(9.2) ξA =

aXR , |X| < R,
X
R , |X| = R,
aRc0
(
1
|X|2 − 1R20
)
X ,R0 > |X| > R.
We compute p = divA ξA = div(AξA). Thus we obtain,
(9.3) p =
{
2a
R , |X| ≤ R,
−a 2R
c0R20
, R0 > |X| > R.
One can validate the solution admits ‖ξA‖∞ ≤ 1:
(9.4) ‖ξA‖∞ =

∥∥aXR ∥∥∞ < a ≤ 1 , |X| < R
1 , |X| = R∥∥∥aRc0 ( 1r2 − 1R20)X∥∥∥∞ <︸︷︷︸∗ a ≤ 1 , R0 > r = |X| > R
⇒ ‖ξA‖∞ ≤ 1.
∗ =
∥∥∥∥aRc0
(
1
r2
− 1
R20
)
X
∥∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥a
R
r2
(
R20 − r2
R20 −R2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1
X
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
<
∥∥∥∥aRr Xr
∥∥∥∥
∞
= a
R
r︸︷︷︸
<1
∥∥∥∥Xr
∥∥∥∥
∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
< a.
The eigenvalue can be computed by,
JA2TV (f) = 〈p, f〉 = 〈λf, f〉 ⇒ λ =
JA2TV (f)
‖f‖2 =
ah2piR
h2piR2
= a
2
hR
.
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